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A NEW CONCEPT OF THE ETHERIC BODY AND ITS ROLE IN
CHRONIC IMBALANCES IN PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
In the Eastern Traditions, their model of a human being contained the concept that the Physical Body was
just one representation of the whole person, just the one that we can see, touch and feel. In these older
Eastern models, the person did indeed have a Physical Body, but also possessed or was comprised of
several other “Energetic Bodies” that surrounded and inter-penetrated this Physical Body.
But what is the role of the subtle energy bodies of Man, and how do these subtle energy structures
interface with the physical body of Man? And what role do these subtle energy bodies play in our health
and disease? What accounts for the fact that normally we heal after becoming “sick”, yet other times
become “chronically ill”?
This paper provides a model based upon the subtle energy bodies of Man and their interaction with the
universally recognized Physical Body. It also briefly summarizes the Tiller-Einstein model of two
complementary Dimensions of our World - Positive-Space Time and Negative Space-Time and their
interaction that lead to disease and dysfunction, and a model for how “Healing” occurs.
In this model, the source of organizational information to maintain your coherent function in the face of
Positive Entropy - the tendency towards increase in disorder over time, is from Energetic Templates that
access Negative Entropy in Negative Space-Time. The bosons that carry Negative Space-Time
organizational information Tiller called Deltrons, and it is via this deltronic flow of organization information
distributed via the energy templates of the subtle bodies including the Acupuncture Meridian System of
Traditional Chinese Medicine and the Pranic Systems of the Indian Ayruvedic System that healing occurs.
But how are we to locate these etheric energy disturbances that create “real” physical imbalances in our
various systems. I will present a model and techniques to access both Physical Body and Etheric Body
imbalances, and then how to correct these imbalances to re-establish homeostatic function.
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